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Hi, I'm Paul Walia and I'm a Product Manager at Equinix focused on our IBX SmartView product
line. IBX SmartView is a DCIM - or data center infrastructure management - SaaS application
providing necessary, up-to-date environmental and power draw information. It also provides
current and historical electrical and mechanical plant operating data. In this video I’m going to walk
through Power Draw Reporting within IBX SmartView.
Power draw reporting provides current and historical power usage data, in a self-serviceable, ondemand way to a cage, cabinet or circuit level. Power reports can be configured to show highly
summarized, daily cage level reports, or very detailed, high-fidelity, circuit level readings. These
reports include Primary and Redundant KVA Draw as well as your draw-to-draw cap ratio, enabling
you to track progress as your power draw starts to approach your contractual limits.
From the IBX SmartView homepage, you can click the Reports button in the header navigation
which will load the Reports page. From here you can click the Create Report button.
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POWER DRAW REPORTING

A Create Report modal appears with a series of selections to configure your report. Start with Accounts
and select the account for which you want your power usage.
Now select Power Draw from the Category dropdown.
Now select the IBX the cage is located in.
Once you have selected your IBX, a drop-down box will appear with a list of your cages in that IBX.
Here you can expand your cages to reveal cabinets and expand further to reveal circuits in those cabinets.
This component allows you to select the cages, cabinets or circuits you want included in your report or you
can just Select All which will allow you to create a report on all cages, all cabinets or all circuits.
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Once you have completed your asset selections, open the Report Type dropdown and select the report
level you are looking for. It can be either Cage, Cabinet or Circuit.
If you select Cage, your report will have Cage level data. This means that every row in the resulting CVS
file will be one cage level reading at one timestamp. Cage level reports will be the most summarized
views.
If you select Cabinet, your report will have Cabinet level data
If you select Circuit, your report will have Circuit level data. Similarly, every row in the resulting CVS file
will be one circuit at one timestamp. Circuit level reports are the most detailed power reports in IBX
SmartView.
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Now select the Time Span you are looking for, for power usage. The pre-defined options are Past
24 Hours, Past 7 Days, Past 30 Days or you can select Custom Date.
Custom Date allows you to select your own preferred Date Range using a Date Picker.
Next, you will need to select the level of data granularity from the Data Capture Interval dropdown. The options here are Recording Interval, 1 Hour or 24 Hours. Recording Interval is the
lowest level of granularity and will show readings at 15 minute intervals in AMER and EMEA
Region IBXs and will show readings at 5-minute intervals in APAC IBXs. 1 Hour will provide hourly
level data granularity in the report. 24 Hours will provide daily level data granularity in the report.

Next, you need to give the report a name which will be used to identify the report in IBX SmartView and
will be the downloaded file’s name.
Once you have completed configuring the report there are a few more options.
You can click Generate Report to generate and download it now. You can also decide to make this a
recurring report. By setting a recurrence on the report, IBX SmartView will generate the report you just
configured on a regular schedule and then will email you to let you know the report is available for
download.
Making a Report Recurrence selection will prompt you to enter one or more email addresses. Click the
Save Report Recurrence Template button to finish.
Lastly, you can also choose to save this report configuration as a Template allowing you to run a report
with one click in the future. This option can be helpful if there is a report configuration that you use
repeatedly and need to generate that report on demand as and when you need it.
In this case I need to generate this report now, so I will proceed by clicking the Generate Report button.
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POWER DRAW REPORTING

The modal closes and I am navigated to the Recently Generated tab of the Reports page.
Here the report is being created and I can check the status by clicking the Refresh link. Once the report is
ready for download, the In Progress status changes to Today.
I can hover over the report name and click it to start downloading.
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POWER DRAW REPORTING

Once my file has completed downloading, I can open it to review my power usage.

This concludes my demo for Power Draw reporting and thank you for watching!
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